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Abstract
We review recent results on the coherence and superfluidity of driven dissipa-
tive condensates, i.e., systems of weakly-interacting non-conserved Bosons,
such as polariton condensates. The presence of driving and dissipation has
dramatically different effects depending on dimensionality and anisotropy.
In three dimensions, equilibrium behaviour is recovered at large scales for
static correlations, while the dynamical behaviour is altered by the micro-
scopic driving. In two dimensions, for an isotropic system, drive and dis-
sipation destroy the algebraic order that would otherwise exist, however a
sufficiently anisotropic system can still show algebraic phase correlations. We
discuss the consequences of this behaviour for recent experiments measur-
ing phase coherence, and outline potential measurements that might directly
probe superfluidity.
1.1 Introduction
This chapter is dedicated to superfluidity, and its relation to Bose-Einstein
condensation, a topic with a long history. Many reviews of the concepts
of condensation and superfluidity in thermal equilibrium can be found, see
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2for example Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4]. The focus of this chapter is on how these
concepts apply (or fail to apply) to driven dissipative condensates — systems
of bosons with a finite lifetime, in which loss is balanced by continuous
pumping. We focus entirely on the steady state of such systems, neglecting
transient, time dependent behaviour.
Experimentally, the most studied example of a driven dissipative conden-
sate has been microcavity polaritons (see Ref. [5] and chapters... of this
book). However similar issues can arise in many other systems, most obvi-
ously photon condensates [6], magnon condensates [7] and potentially exci-
ton condensates (although typical exciton lifetimes are much longer than for
polaritons). Even experiments on cold atoms could be driven into a regime
in which such physics occurs, when considering continuous loading of atoms
balancing three-body losses [8] or atom laser setups [9, 10, 11].
Experiments on polaritons are two dimensional, and in two dimensions it is
particularly important to clearly distinguish three concepts often erroneously
treated as equivalent: superfluidity, condensation, and phase coherence. This
is because no true Bose-Einstein condensate exists in a homogeneous two-
dimensional system. Before addressing superfluidity and phase coherence in
the steady state of a driven dissipative system, we review in section 1.2 the
essential ideas of condensation, superfluidity and phase coherence for sys-
tems in thermal equilibrium. In section 1.3 we set up a generic microscopic
model for weakly interacting driven dissipative Bose gases, and make precise
the sense in which these systems are non-equilibrium. Section 1.4 reviews the
connection of these driven dissipative systems to the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang
equation, and explains the absence, for isotropic systems, of algebraic order
at large distances based on this mapping. We also show that algebraic or-
der is possible in the strongly anisotropic case. We frame this discussion in
the context of current experiments, which have all been done in the weakly
anisotropic regime. In section 1.5 we discuss the meaning of superfluidity in a
driven, number non-conserving setup and discuss experimental probes. Sec-
tion 1.6 gives a brief account of vortices in such open systems. Conclusions
and challenges for future research are given in section 1.7.
1.2 Bose-Einstein condensation and superfluidity
Bose-Einstein condensation for a gas of weakly interacting Bosons is a phase
transition associated with the appearance of off-diagonal long range order
(ODLRO) [12]. This means that correlation functions such as 〈ψ†(r)ψ(r′)〉
remain non-zero even between distant points, |r − r′| → ∞. These cor-
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relations indicate the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the U(1) phase
of the condensate wavefunction, i.e. writing ψ =
√
ρeiθ, ODLRO corre-
sponds to the phase θ being correlated at distant points. In such a sym-
metry broken phase there is a “phase stiffness”, i.e. there is an energy cost,
E[θ(r)] = (Ks/2)
∫
d2r(∇θ)2 for phase twists of the condensate.
A gedanken experiment to determine this phase stiffness is to measure the
change of energy as one imposes a phase twist between the boundaries of the
system. Alternatively, since phase gradients correspond to currents, a more
practical way to measure the phase stiffness is to apply a force that tries to
drive a current, and observe the condensate’s response. The behaviour of a
condensate in a rotating container illustrates the role of the phase stiffness
very clearly [2, 13]. The condensate cannot be made to rotate except by
creating quantised vortices, and these cost energy due to the phase stiffness.
Thus, for slow rotation, the condensate fails to rotate. Similar behaviour can
be seen in a ring trap, where the core of a vortex can be located outside the
condensate. This is the Hess-Fairbank [14] effect, and is a defining property of
a superfluid. i.e., when a condensate has non-zero phase stiffness, it becomes
superfluid, as seen by its reduced response to rotation.
However, superfluidity is not equivalent to Bose-Einstein condensation; as
discussed below, in two dimensions, Bose-Einstein condensation and ODLRO
do not exist, yet superfluidity persists. It is therefore useful to be able to
define superfluidity directly without reference to condensation. This can be
done, by defining a superfluid density as the part of the system that fails
to respond to slow rotations. This definition also clarifies another important
point: except at zero temperature, a system will have both superfluid and
normal components, as thermally excited quasiparticles can respond nor-
mally to rotations. To identify the superfluid density we must consider the
response function χij(q, ω), which relates the current 〈jˆi(q, ω)〉 to the force
that induces it, fj(q, ω):
〈jˆi(q, ω)〉 = χij(q, ω)fj(q, ω), (1.1)
where i, j refer to Cartesian components. The operator jˆi appearing here is
the standard particle current written in momentum space;
jˆi(q) =
∑
k
ψˆ†k+qγi(2k+ q)ψˆk, γi(K) =
Ki
2m
.
We consider systems in which this current is conserved, i.e. ∂tρ+∇ · j = 0,
where ρ is the particle density. According to Noether’s theorem, current
conservation corresponds to the existence of a U(1) phase symmetry in the
Hamiltonian — this is the same symmetry which is spontaneously broken on
4Bose-Einstein condensation. Considering static (i.e. ω = 0) long-wavelength
(i.e. q → 0) currents, the most general response function possible for an
isotropic system is:
χij(q→ 0, ω = 0) = χL qiqj
q2
+ χT
(
δij − qiqj
q2
)
. (1.2)
These terms χL, χT describe the response to longitudinal and transverse
forces, i.e. f ‖ q, which occurs for a potential force, and f ⊥ q, which occurs
for rotational or magnetic forces. Current conservation can be shown to
mean that (qiqj/q
2)mχij(q, ω) = ρ(q, ω), where ρ(q, ω) is the single particle
Green’s function, so that indeed χL is related to the total particle number.
The transverse part of χij describes the response to rotations; therefore
superfluidity corresponds to a reduction of χT . In a non-superfluid, current
is parallel to force, which means χT = χL. The superfluid fraction of a system
is therefore given by (χL − χT )/χL, and the normal fraction by χT /χL.
The above definition of superfluidity depends on the equilibrium effect
that a system in true thermal equilibrium has a reduced response to rota-
tional forces. This effect is conceptually distinct from the metastable per-
sistent flow that can also be seen in a non-simply connected (e.g. annular)
geometry [2]. Metastable persistent flow occurs if one first sets the fluid in
motion by rotating the container while above the critical temperature, and
then cools the fluid until it becomes superfluid. If the container then stops
rotating the fluid remains in motion, as the lifetime for the current to decay
is exponentially large.
It is also important to note that the superfluid density defined above is a
static property of the system; if excited dynamically, it is always possible to
create excitations out of the condensate. Because the elementary spectrum
of an interacting Bose gas has a linearly dispersing Bogoliubov sound mode,
this sound velocity cs acts as a critical velocity [2, 13, 4]: for a defect moving
at a lower velocity, no excitations can be created beyond the condensed
component. However, at non-zero temperatures, thermally excited quasi-
particles can respond to flow at any velocity, and a normal component will
occur, as discussed above. In equilibrium there is a fundamental connection
between the existence of a non-zero sound velocity and the presence of a non-
zero superfluid fraction: as discussed by [15], the finite frequency response
function χij(q, ω) has the same poles as the single particle Green’s function,
and so the finite frequency generalisation of the superfluid part of Eq. (1.2) is
χSFij (q, ω) = c
2
sqiqj/(c
2
sq
2−ω2). The fact that this is finite at ω = 0,q→ 0 is
thus connected to the form of the dispersion and the existence of a non-zero
sound velocity.
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1.2.1 Two dimensions
In two dimensions, the distinction between superfluidity and BEC becomes
even more important, since an homogeneous two dimensional system is un-
able to show true long-range order due to the Mermin-Wagner theorem [16].
This can be seen by considering the correlation function 〈ψ†(r)ψ(r′)〉 '
ρ0〈exp[i(θ(r′) − θ(r))]〉. Even for a system with a non-zero phase stiffness,
E[θ(r)] = (Ks/2)
∫
d2r(∇θ)2, the vanishing energy cost of long wavelength
phase twists leads to a thermal expectation which, at long distances, takes
the form〈
ei(θ(r
′)−θ(r))
〉
∝ exp (−αs ln |r− r′|) ∝ |r− r′|−αs , αs = kBT
2piKs
, (1.3)
which vanishes algebraically as |r−r′| → ∞. Therefore, there is no ODLRO,
and so no single mode is macroscopically occupied; i.e., there is no BEC.
Nonetheless, superfluidity can survive, because the phase stiffness Ks implies
a resistance to rotation of the low energy modes of the condensate. In fact,
either by directly comparing the calculation of phase stiffness and superfluid
density [15], or by calculating the current-current response function from the
parametrisation and energy functional above [1, 13], one finds that the phase
stiffness (and thus the power law decay) is directly related to the superfluid
stiffness: specifically, Ks = ρs/m
2 where m is the quasiparticle mass.
In addition to the distinct nature of the low temperature phase in two
dimensions, the transition to this phase is also unusual. As noted above, a
superfluid can be made to rotate by creating quantised vortices, in which
the phase winds by 2pi around a point, and the density of the condensate
vanishes at that point. As discussed by Kosterlitz and Thouless [17, 18]
and Berezhinskii [19], the transition out of the superfluid phase occurs
through the proliferation of these vortices. The phase boundary can be
found by a renormalisation group approach [18, 20, 21], which predicts that
if Ks < (2/pi)kBT , vortices proliferate and correlations decay exponentially,
whereas for Ks > (2/pi)kBT , vortices are irrelevant at large scales and corre-
lations decay algebraically. As a result, the exponent for the algebraic decay,
Eq. (1.3) takes the universal value αs = 1/4 at the phase boundary, and the
superfluid density undergoes a universal jump [20].
1.3 Modelling driven dissipative condensates
A driven dissipative system is by definition one that is coupled to more
than one environment, or is driven by a time dependent pumping field. One
6can therefore no longer apply equilibrium concepts, such as minimising free
energy, or the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. For a given system, such as a
weakly interacting dilute Bose gas, there are many different types of driving
and dissipation. Some of these conserve particle number; others do not.
In this chapter we consider the latter case, motivated by systems such as
microcavity polaritons (for a review see [5] and chapters XX of this book).
Microcavity polaritons are superpositions of excitons and photons, and
the photon part can leak out through the mirrors. To reach a steady state
this loss must be replenished by a compensating pump. Several models can
be written to describe this, with varying descriptions of the reservoir that
replenishes the condensate [22, 23, 24]. All such models lead to the same
essential differences between the equilibrium and driven dissipative cases.
We consider the model starting from the weakly interacting dilute Bose gas,
Hˆ =
∫
ddrψˆ†(r)
(
−∇
2
2m
)
ψˆ(r) +
U
2
ψˆ†(r)ψˆ†(r)ψˆ(r)ψˆ(r),
and consider loss terms described by the quantum master equation
∂tρ = −i[Hˆ, ρ] +
∫
ddr
(
κ
2
L[ψˆ(r), ρ] + γ
2
L[ψˆ†(r), ρ] + Γ
4
L[ψˆ2(r), ρ]
)
,
(1.4)
where L[Xˆ, ρ] = 2XˆρXˆ† − [Xˆ†Xˆ, ρ]+ is the usual Lindblad operator. The
terms in Eq. (1.4) describe single particle loss, single particle incoherent
pump, and two-particle losses at rates κ, γ, and Γ, respectively.
1.3.1 Mean-field description & collective excitations
The role of the dissipative terms in Eq. (1.4) can be seen by considering the
corresponding mean-field equation of motion, found by replacing 〈ψ(r)〉 =
ϕ(r), and decoupling all correlators. This gives:
i∂tϕ =
[
−∇
2
2m
+ U |ϕ|2 + i
2
(
γ − κ− Γ|ϕ|2)]ϕ, (1.5)
which is a modified Gross–Pitaevskii equation [25] (GPE) including dis-
sipative terms describing particle gain and loss. The nonlinear term with
coefficient Γ describes gain saturation, or feedback between the condensate
and the reservoir, which prevents the particle density from diverging. For
small fluctuations around the steady state, Γ|ϕ0|2 = γnet ≡ γ − κ, one finds
the fluctuations have a complex spectrum ωk of the form:
ωk = −i
(γnet
2
)
±
√
ξ2k −
(γnet
2
)2
, ξ2k =
k2
2m
(
k2
2m
+ 2U |ϕ0|2
)
. (1.6)
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The quantity ξk reduces to the equilibrium Bogoliubov excitation spectrum
in the limit κ, γ,Γ→ 0. As discussed in Sec. 1.2, ξk has a linear dispersion,
ξk ' cs|k| at low momentum, where c2s = U |ϕ0|2/m. In contrast, ωk is
diffusive at low momentum, ωk = −iDk2 with D = c2s/γnet.
This modified dispersion would appear to mean that the critical velocity
vanishes. Nonetheless, signatures of a non-vanishing critical velocity can sur-
vive in static correlation functions — albeit washed out by dissipation. To
see this one may calculate theoretically the drag force on a defect immersed
in a steady flow pattern around the defect potential Vdefect(r). The static
drag force on the defect is given by [26] Fdrag ∝
∫
ddrρ(r)∇Vdefect(r). For
a perfect superfluid below the critical velocity, the flow pattern is symmet-
ric, so that the effects of pressure ahead of and behind the defect cancel:
i.e. “d’Alembert’s paradox” occurs, that an irrotational flow produces no
drag. The GPE, with ρ(r) = |ϕ(r)|2 describes such a perfect superfluid, and
would thus normally predict zero drag, however, if one calculates the drag
using the complex GPE given above, a finite drag force exists at all veloci-
ties [27, 28]. There does however remain a marked threshold at v = cs above
which the drag increases more rapidly with velocity. This behaviour is sim-
ilar to an equilibrium superfluid at finite temperature, however calculating
the finite temperature drag for an equilibrium superfluid requires including
fluctuations beyond the mean-field theory.
The modified dispersion also has effects on the linear-response calculation
of phase correlations [29, 30], however as discussed below, a more dramatic
change arises because a linearised theory becomes inadequate in calculating
correlations of the driven dissipative Bose gas in two dimensions.
1.3.2 Beyond mean-field description
In order to calculate correlations and response functions, the mean-field de-
scription is not sufficient. Various methods for dealing with driven dissipative
systems such as Eq. (1.4) exist. We consider an approach starting from the
Schwinger-Keldysh path integral (see Ref. [31] for an introduction), defined
by the “partition sum”
Z =
∫
D(ψC , ψQ)eiS[ψC ,ψQ], (1.7)
8where S is the Schwinger-Keldysh action written in terms of “classical” and
“quantum” fields ψC , ψQ. For the model in Eq. (1.4) this takes the form:
S[ψC , ψQ] =
∫
dtddr
{(
ψ¯C ψ¯Q
)( 0 [DA0 ]−1
[DR0 ]
−1 [D−10 ]K
)(
ψC
ψQ
)
− [(U2 + iΓ4 ) ((ψ¯2C + ψ¯2Q)ψCψQ)+ c.c.]+ iΓψ¯CψCψ¯QψQ}, (1.8)
where the bare inverse retarded Green’s function is given by [DR0 ]
−1 = i∂t−
[−∇2/(2m)+i(γ−κ)/2] in time and real space domain, or ω−[k+i(γ−κ)/2]
in the frequency and momentum domain. The inverse advanced Green’s
function [DA0 ]
−1 is the complex conjugate of this, and the Keldysh com-
ponent of the inverse bare Green’s function [D−10 ]K = i(κ + γ) describes
the noise associated with both pumping and decay. Despite the existence
of terms which create and destroy particles, Eq. (1.8) still possesses a U(1)
symmetry under simultaneous phase rotations of the fields ψC , ψQ; as such
there still exists the possibility of spontaneous symmetry breaking, phase
stiffness, and of superfluidity.
Equations (1.7,1.8) are fully equivalent to the quantum master equation,
Eq. (1.4), but written in a functional integral formulation. This formulation
allows one to apply a wide range of techniques from quantum field theory. A
first, rather generic simplification consists in taking the semiclassical limit,
which can be justified by a power counting argument. This is strictly justified
close to the condensation threshold, where γ − κ→ 0, but provides a useful
approximation also away from this limit. At threshold, the retarded and
advanced inverse Green’s functions scale as ∼ k2 with ω ∼ k2, while there is
no scaling of the Keldysh component, [D−10 ]K = i(κ+ γ) ∼ k0. Using these,
along with the natural scaling dr ∼ k−1, dt ∼ ω−1, we can then determine
the scaling dimensions of the fields ψC ∼ k(d−2)/2, ψQ ∼ k(d+2)/2 required in
order that the quadratic contributions to the action are dimensionless. This
then allows determination of the scaling of the various quartic terms. Due
to this scaling, any quartic term involving more than a single quantum field
is irrelevant — i.e. such terms scale to zero at long wavelength k → 0, and
can thus be omitted in the semiclassical limit. This provides direct contact
to the dissipative GPE (1.5). The field equation obtained from the saddle
point, δS/δψ¯Q = 0, of Eq. (1.8) in the semiclassical limit reads
i∂tψC =
[
−∇
2
2m
+
U
2
|ψC |2 + i
2
(
γ − κ− Γ
2
|ψC |2
)]
ψC + i(κ+ γ)ψQ. (1.9)
This almost matches Eq. (1.5) if one identifies ϕ = ψC/
√
2, but with an
extra term involving the quantum field ψQ.
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While the “classical” field can acquire a finite expectation in the con-
densed state, the “quantum” field has to vanish on average and describes
the noise. As a saddle point equation, Eq. (1.9) neglects the fluctuations
of the fields ψC , ψQ, appearing in the full functional integral. Remarkably,
this equation can be upgraded to a full description of the problem by
means of the Martin-Siggia-Rose construction [31]. This shows that the
functional integral Eq. (1.7) in the semiclassical limit is equivalent to a
stochastic partial differential equation. In our case, this is the driven dis-
sipative stochastic Gross-Pitaevskii equation (DSGPE) which is equivalent
to Eq. (1.9) with the replacement i(κ + γ)ψQ → ξ(r, t), where ξ(r, t) de-
scribes a Gaussian white noise process characterised by 〈ξ(r, t)〉 = 0 and
〈ξ(r, t)ξ¯(r′, t′)〉 = γ+κ2 δ(t−t′)δ(r−r′), and vanishing off-diagonal correlators.
In this sense, the DSGPE corresponds to a fully fluctuating (semiclassical)
many-body problem — in stark contrast to the deterministic GPE (1.5).
1.3.3 Equilibrium vs. non-equilibrium dynamics
The action (1.8) in the semiclassical limit or the DSGPE allow us to state
precisely the sense in which the driven dissipative system is a genuinely
non-equilibrium situation. To this end we rewrite Eq. (1.9) by splitting the
deterministic parts on the RHS into coherent (reversible) and dissipative
(irreversible) contributions labelled c, d. To avoid confusion with these labels
we omit the suffix C on the classical field ψC . The DSGPE takes the form:
i∂tψ =
δHc
δψ¯
− iδHd
δψ¯
+ ξ (1.10)
with effective coherent and dissipative Hamiltonians
Hα=c,d =
∫
ddr
(
Kα|∇ψ|2 + rα|ψ|2 + uα
2
|ψ|4
)
. (1.11)
The coefficients are Kc = 1/2m,Kd = 0, rc = 0, rd = (γ − κ)/2, uc = U/2 in
our problem, and ud = Γ/4. Note, however, that the value of rc is adjustable
by a gauge transformation ψ 7→ ψe−iωt such that rc 7→ rc − ω. It can be
shown [32, 33] that if the system is to relax to thermodynamic equilibrium
(if the steady state of Eq. (1.10) is to be described by a Gibbs distribution),
then the coherent and dissipative Hamiltonians must be proportional to each
other; that is,
Hc = νHd ⇔ ν = Kc
Kd
=
uc
ud
(1.12)
where ν is a constant.
10
This requirement is in general not satisfied for a driven dissipative system
because the microscopic origins of reversible and irreversible dynamics are
independent. For example, in the microscopic description of Eq. (1.4) the
rates can be tuned independently from the Hamiltonian parameters, as they
have completely different physical origins.
We have thus far made two important observations pertaining to a driven
condensate. One is that, in spite of particle number non-conservation, the
equations of motion describing an incoherently driven condensate enjoy a
U(1) phase symmetry. The second observation is that the steady state cannot
be in general described by an equilibrium ensemble. So, while a condensation
transition involving spontaneous symmetry breaking is possible, the nature
of the transition and the conditions under-which such a condensate would
be indeed a stable fixed point of the dynamics may be different from the
equilibrium case.
The question concerning the nature of the condensation transition in three
dimensional driven condensates was addressed in Refs. [34, 33, 35]. One main
result of this analysis was that the equilibrium symmetry, Hc = νHd is emer-
gent in the low frequency limit even though it is not present microscopically.
Hence the correlation functions correspond to an effective equilibrium de-
scription with a well defined emergent temperature. Nevertheless, the drive
conditions affect the long wavelength dynamical response functions, guar-
anteed by the existence of a new and independent critical exponent.
In two dimensions, as we will show next, the long wavelength behaviour
is changed much more dramatically: in isotropic systems, the slow alge-
braic decay of correlation functions that occurs in equilibrium is replaced by
far faster exponential or stretched exponential decay. Only for sufficiently
anisotropic systems can the quasi-long-ranged algebraic decay found in equi-
librium be recovered.
1.4 Long wavelength fluctuations and phase coherence
As discussed in Sec. 1.2, the Mermin-Wagner theorem states that a homo-
geneous equilibrium system with a continuous symmetry cannot show long-
range order that breaks that continuous symmetry in two or fewer dimen-
sions. Rather, in two dimensions, long-wavelength phase fluctuations lead
to algebraic decay of order parameter correlations. Naturally the question
arises whether this statement remains true out of equilibrium. The answer
to this question proves to depend on both dimensionality, and anisotropy. In
three dimensions, the deviation from effective equilibrium, which is encoded
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in the difference between the ratios Kc/Kd and uc/ud (cf. Eq. (1.12)), van-
ishes in the long-wavelength limit, both close to criticality [34], and in the
ordered (Bose condensed) phase [36]. However, in isotropic two dimensional
systems, these non-equilibrium effects are relevant [36], and ultimately lead
to the destruction of algebraic order. There is, however, a loophole: a spa-
tially anisotropic system can support an algebraically ordered phase. These
conclusions follow from a hydrodynamic description of the order parameter
dynamics, which we review in the following.
In order to allow for spatial anisotropy, we consider a generalisation of
the model described by Eq. (1.10), in which the gradient terms in the ef-
fective Hamiltonians (1.11) are replaced by
∑
i=x,yK
i
α|∂iψ|2. As described
in Sec. 1.2, a hydrodynamic description can be obtained by employing a
density-phase representation, ψ =
√
ρeiθ, leading to coupled equations of
motion for the density ρ and phase θ. Eliminating the gapped fluctuations
of the density around its mean value ρ0, and keeping only the leading terms
in a low-frequency and low-momentum expansion in the remaining equation
for the phase, we obtain the anisotropic Kardar-Parisi-Zhang [37] (KPZ)
equation [36],
∂tθ =
∑
i=x,y
[
Di∂
2
i θ +
λi
2
(∂iθ)
2
]
+ η, (1.13)
where η(r, t) is a Gaussian stochastic noise with zero mean, 〈η(r, t)〉 = 0,
and second moment 〈η(r, t)η(r′, t′)〉 = 2∆δ(r− r′)δ(t− t′), with
∆ =
(κ+ γ)
(
u2c + u
2
d
)
2ud (κ− γ) . (1.14)
The effective diffusion constants in Eq. (1.13) and the non-linear couplings
are given by
Di = K
i
c
(
Kid
Kic
+
uc
ud
)
, λi = −2Kid
(
Kic
Kid
− uc
ud
)
. (1.15)
Evidently the non-linear terms in the KPZ equation vanish when the equilib-
rium condition Kxc /K
x
d = K
y
c /K
y
d = uc/ud, which generalises Eq. (1.12) to
the spatially anisotropic case, is met. The degree of anisotropy is measured
by the anisotropy parameter Φ = λyDx/λxDy: when Φ 6= 1, the system is
anisotropic.
An important difference exists between our KPZ model and the original
context of this equation, as an equation for the interface height in a model
of randomly growing interfaces [37]. The analogue of the interface height
in our model is actually a phase, θ, and the phase is compact, i.e. θ ≡
12
θ + 2pi. This means that topological defects in this field — vortices — are
possible. This difference with the conventional KPZ equation also arises in
“Active Smectics” [38]. Analysis of Eq. (1.13) in the absence of vortices is
the analogue of the low temperature spin-wave (linear phase fluctuation)
theory of the equilibrium XY model. Indeed, without the non-linear terms,
the KPZ equation reduces to linear diffusion, which would bring the field to
an effective thermal equilibrium with power-law off-diagonal correlations (in
d = 2). A transition to the disordered phase in this equilibrium situation can
occur only as a Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) transition through proliferation of
topological defects in the phase field.
Our aim is to obtain the behaviour of correlations of the condensate field
ψ at large distances. We have taken the first step of reducing this task to
finding the correlations of the phase field θ, whose dynamics are given by the
KPZ equation (1.13). But this equation contains more information than is
actually required: in particular, it involves fluctuations with all wavelengths,
ranging from the microscopic condensate healing length ξ0 up to the largest
scales of order of the linear system size L (we consider a square 2D system of
area L2). Because of the nonlinear term, fluctuations at different wavelengths
couple to each other. Our goal, therefore, is to eliminate the short scale
fluctuations, and in this way obtain an effective description of the system at
large scales.
This idea is implemented by the renormalisation group procedure [21].
To this end, we decompose the phase field into short- and long-wavelength
components, above and below some length scale `. We then integrate out
the short-wavelength components, treating the nonlinear terms λx,y which
couple short- and long-wavelength components perturbatively. As such this
approach is limited to close-to-equilibrium conditions in which the couplings
λx,y are small
1. This procedure is then iterated for increasing lengthscales
`, successively integrating out the short wavelength components. In real
space this corresponds to repeated coarse-graining, eliminating fine details
on scales shorter than `. Performing this program for the anisotropic KPZ
equation [39, 38], the resulting equation for the long-scale components of
the phase field again takes the form (1.13), but with coefficients that are
modified by the short-scale fluctuations.
The modification of the coefficients as one goes to long length scales can be
characterised entirely by the “flow” of two dimensionless parameters: These
are a dimensionless form of the non-linearity, g ≡ λ2x∆/D2x
√
DxDy and the
anisotropy parameter Φ = λyDx/λxDy introduced below Eq. (1.15). The
parameter g describes the importance of the nonlinear terms λx, for “typi-
cal” (i.e. root mean squared) fluctuations of the field θ. The mean squared
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Figure 1.1 RG flow for the anisotropic KPZ equation in 2D. In the weakly
anisotropic regime Φ > 0, the flow lines approach the isotropic line Φ = 1
and flow towards g → ∞; for Φ < 0, in the strongly anisotropic regime,
they converge to a stable effective equilibrium fixed point with Φ = −1 and
g = 0.
fluctuations of θ, according to the linear theory, are proportional to the noise
strength ∆, which drives the fluctuations, and inversely proportional to the
geometric mean of the diffusion coefficients Dx,y, which smooth out those
fluctuations. Knowing the anisotropy parameter Φ, together with g, then
allows us to estimate the importance of the other non-linearity λy. The mi-
croscopic parameters of the system determine the “bare” values g0 and Φ0
at the starting length scale ` = ξ0. The values of g,Φ at some other scale
` > ξ0 are obtained by integrating the RG flow equations
dg
dl
=
g2
32pi
(
Φ2 + 4Φ− 1) ,
dΦ
dl
=
Φg
32pi
(
1− Φ2) , (1.16)
with the logarithmic scale l = ln(`/L). The resulting RG flow is illustrated
in Fig. 1.1. There are two distinct flow patterns to the left and right of the
line Φ = 0 and we discuss these in turn.
For Φ > 0 the flow with increasing ` is towards strong coupling, g → ∞,
and isotropy, Φ→ 1. Thus, in this regime, which we denote weak anisotropy,
the approximation of treating g perturbatively eventually fails. Simulations
of the isotropic KPZ equation [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45] find that correlations
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of the phase field 〈(θ(r)−θ(r′))2〉 scale algebraically with separation |r−r′|.
This suggests that ultimately the flow of g must terminate at a strong cou-
pling fixed point g∗, which is however beyond the scope of the perturbatively
derived flow equations (1.16). This scaling of 〈(θ(r) − θ(r′))2〉 would lead,
according to Eq. (1.3) to stretched exponential decay of condensate field
correlations.
Note, however, that in our analysis of the KPZ equation (1.13) we have
so far neglected topological defects, which can exist in the compact field θ.
Proliferation of such defects at the strong coupling fixed point would lead
to exponential (i.e., even faster) decay of correlations of ψ.
The regime of strong anisotropy, on the other hand, corresponds to the
region Φ < 0. There the flow lines terminate for ` → ∞ in an effective
equilibrium fixed point with g = 0 and Φ = −1. Thus, in this regime, the
effective description of the system at large scales approaches the equilibrium
description (note that g ∝ λ2x and hence g = 0 in equilibrium), and so
algebraic correlations of the condensate field can survive (as long as one is
below the KT transition temperature).
The possibility of a flow to strong coupling is in stark contrast to the 3D
case in which even in isotropic systems with Φ = 1 small deviations g  1
from equilibrium are irrelevant and flow to zero as ` → ∞, leading to the
effective equilibrium physics discussed at the end of Sec. 1.3.3. Note, how-
ever, that even in 3D, for sufficiently strong drive and dissipation, i.e., values
of g larger than some critical value, there may be a non-equilibrium tran-
sition to the disordered phase, described by the strong coupling fixed point
of the 3D KPZ equation [46]. In one dimension, even equilibrium systems
show only short range (exponential) correlations at non-zero temperatures.
Nonetheless, it is still possible to see the effect of the KPZ nonlinearity
on the scaling of the spatial [47] and temporal coherence [48, 49] of a one
dimensional condensate.
1.4.1 Current experiments, weak anisotropy, BKT physics and
crossovers
As discussed in chapter 25 [Kim, Nitsche, Yamamoto], experiments on inco-
herently pumped polariton condensates [29, 50] have measured an apparent
algebraic decay of correlations, by measuring the fringe visibility in an inter-
ference experiment. Similar results have also been seen in numerical experi-
ments on a parametrically pumped (OPO) system [51]. Since, as discussed
above, algebraic order is destroyed at large scales, a question arises about the
interpretation of these experiments. In this section we discuss how, although
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the asymptotic behaviour at ` → ∞ does lead to the strong coupling fixed
point, the length scales ` required to see this may be very large, particularly
when the condensate is well developed.
Current experiments with exciton-polaritons fall into the regime of weak
anisotropy. This anisotropy results from the interplay between polarisation
pinning to the crystal structure, and the splitting of transverse electric and
transverse magnetic cavity modes [5, 52] — taken together these mean that
there is anisotropy between directions parallel and perpendicular to this
pinned lattice direction. As discussed above, for weak anisotropy, the flow
is to strong coupling and algebraic order is absent on the largest scales.
However at intermediate scales, g(`) 1, and so correlations can still decay
algebraically. It is therefore natural to ask how large the system must be
to see the breakdown of algebraic correlations — i.e. what system size L
is required such that g(L) ' 1. Setting Φ = 1 in the flow equation for
g in Eq. (1.16), we find that if the microscopic parameters in Eq. (1.11)
correspond to close-to-equilibrium conditions, i.e., if the bare value g0  1,
then the renormalised value g = 1 is reached only at the exponentially
large characteristic KPZ scale L = L∗ = ξ0 exp(8pi/g0). Starting from a
microscopic model for polariton condensation [5] that models the excitonic
reservoir explicitly, and which provides a more faithful description of the
condensation dynamics than the model of Eq. (1.4), we obtain the expression
for the bare non-linearity [36]
g0 =
2ucγ¯
2
Kc
γ¯2 + (1 + x)2
x (1 + x)3
, (1.17)
which depends on the dimensionless net pumping rate x = γ/κ− 1, and the
dimensionless combination γ¯ = κR/γRuc, where R and γR are the rate of
scattering between the excitonic reservoir and condensate, and the reservoir
relaxation rate, respectively. The dimensionless parameter x gives a measure
of how far above “threshold” the system is pumped. For high pump rates
the KPZ scale L∗ grows rapidly beyond any reasonable system size, so that a
sufficiently strongly pumped system will always appear algebraically ordered
up to system size L. Such a system resides effectively in equilibrium, with a
temperature set by the noise strength. The form of Eq. (1.17) implies that
for any finite system size L, it is always possible to choose a value x large
enough that algebraic correlations are seen over the entire system. As such,
the experimental observation of algebraic correlations is perfectly consistent
with the results here.
At weak pump rates, near the threshold x → 0, the bare coupling g0
grows and so the critical size L∗ decreases, and may become comparable
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to the system size L. This then prompts a second question: as the pump
strength is reduced, does the algebraic order break down before the KT
transition occurs? As long as L∗  L, the system is effectively thermal
and consequently it can undergo a KT transition to a disordered phase
as described in Sec. 1.2 if x is decreased below a critical value xKT. One
can then evaluate the length scale L∗ at this pump rate, i.e. we denote
L′ ≡ L∗(x = xKT ) ≈ ξ0 exp(2/γ¯2). If the system is much smaller than this
critical size (i.e., L  L′), then even at the KT point, L  L∗, and so
the KPZ physics does not become apparent. This is consistent with recent
experiments on exciton polaritons [50] which showed the behaviour expected
of a KT transition as discussed in Sec. 1.2.1 — i.e. a transition between
algebraic order with exponent αs = 1/4 right at the transition and short
ranged, exponentially decaying order. Such behaviour is consistent with a
system of size L  L′. However, if the system is sufficiently large [36], i.e.,
L  L′, then algebraic order at length scale L will break down before the
KT transition. The dependence of L′ on γ¯ can be understood intuitively: as
γ¯ → 0, then the polariton lifetime diverges, and thermalisation is perfect for
any finite size system. Therefore L′ → ∞ and strong coupling with g ≈ 1
is never reached. Thus, in order to clearly see the breakdown of algebraic
order, one should increase the polariton loss rate κ.
1.4.2 Strong anisotropy, re-entrant phase transition
While the above analysis shows that the algebraic order observed in re-
cent experiments with (nearly) isotropic polariton systems (see chapter 25
[Kim, Nitsche, Yamamoto] and Refs. [29, 50]) must be an intermediate scale
crossover phenomenon, true algebraic order in the thermodynamic limit is
nevertheless possible in the strong anisotropy regime, Φ0 < 0 as discussed
above. We discuss here the experimental consequences this would have for
a sufficiently anisotropic polariton system.
The effective temperature of the system at the strong anisotropy fixed
point is given by the renormalised value of the dimensionless noise τ ≡
∆/
√
DxDy. Because the phase is a compact variable, algebraic order only
exists if this effective noise temperature is low enough. Specifically the KT
transition occurs if the renormalised value of this dimensionless noise reaches
pi. One may then derive a phase diagram by identifying the location of this
condition τ(`→∞) = pi is in the manifold of bare couplings, i.e. in terms of
the microscopic experimental parameters. To do this we must complement
the RG flow equations (1.16) for g and Φ by additional equations for τ and
Dx,y (see Ref. [38] for details), and follow the flow to the effective equilibrium
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Figure 1.2 Phase diagram of a 2D anisotropic driven dissipative system
for low noise. The thin line corresponds to values of Φ0 and τ0 derived
from a microscopic model for polariton condensation [36], with the ar-
rows indicating the direction of increasing pump rate γ. Note that the
ordered phase is first entered and then left again as γ is increased. Values
for the other dimensionless parameters are γ¯ = 2, u¯ = 2,Kxd /K
x
c = 1/8,
and Kyd/K
y
c = 1/4.
regime g ≈ 0. We must also assume that, up to the length scale at which the
latter regime is reached, vortices are sufficiently dilute that their influence
on the RG flows can be neglected. It turns out that the renormalised value
τ of the dimensionless noise strength crosses the critical value for the KT
transition for bare values τ0 and Φ0 that are located on the curve determined
by
τ0 = − 4piΦ0
(1− Φ0)2
. (1.18)
The resulting phase diagram of strongly anisotropic driven dissipative sys-
tems in the Φ0 − τ0 plane is depicted in Fig. 1.2.
It is interesting to work out the bare parameters Φ0 and τ0 starting from
the same microscopic model for polariton condensation that led to the es-
timate of g0 in Eq. (1.17). This leads to a particular trajectory through
the Φ0 − τ0 phase diagram as one increases the microscopic pump rate γ;
this trajectory is shown on Fig. 1.2. An initially moderate anisotropy, i.e.,
Φ0 > 0 but different from 1, becomes more substantial as the pump rate
is increased, so that Φ0 first becomes negative and then, if the value of
the dimensionless interaction strength u¯ = uc/
√
KxcK
y
c is sufficiently small
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(for details see Ref. [36]), crosses the boundary to the algebraically ordered
phase. Remarkably, upon pumping the system at an even higher rate the
ordered phase is then left again; that is, the transition is reentrant.
1.5 How to define and measure superfluidity in a dissipative
system
In the previous section we have discussed how the presence of drive and
dissipation affect the low energy effective theory of the two-dimensional sys-
tem, and how these changes are manifested in the correlation functions of
the system. In this section, we focus instead on the current-current response
function, χij(q, ω) for a dissipative system, and how to identify whether a
superfluid fraction survives. The discussion in this section is focused on the
case where phase fluctuations remain small, i.e. when the nonlinear term
in the KPZ equation does not dominate the physics. As discussed above,
this requires either a small finite system (as in the current experiments),
or a system with sufficiently anisotropic interactions. While the calculations
presented below can easily be extended to the anisotropic case, we present
results only for the isotropic situation. When the nonlinearity in the KPZ
equation becomes large, and algebraic correlations are destroyed, there may
still exist a finite superfluid fraction; for a discussion of this point see [53].
However, if the growth of the KPZ nonlinearity ultimately leads to vortex
proliferation and short range order, no superfluid fraction is expected to
survive in the thermodynamic limit.
The response function χij(q, ω = 0) for a non-equilibrium system can be
calculated by defining a generating functional for correlations of currents.
As noted in section 1.3.2, the driven dissipative system no longer has a
conserved current, but does still show a U(1) phase symmetry.
How then does the system respond to a phase twist between the bound-
aries of the system [54]? Such a physical phase twist couples to the unphysi-
cal “quantum” current jQ,i(q) =
∑
k
[
ψ¯C,k+qψQ,k + ψ¯Q,k+qψC,k
]
γi(2k+q).
To measure a response function we must see how some physical quantity re-
sponds to such a phase twist. For this we measure the standard particle
current. This leads us to the generating functional:
Z[f ,g] =
∫
D(ψ¯, ψ) exp (iS[ψ¯, ψ] + iSj [ψ¯, ψ]) , (1.19)
Sj [ψ¯, ψ] =
∑
k,q
Ψ¯Tk+q
(
gi(q) fi(q) + gi(q)
fi(q)− gi(q) −gi(q)
)
Ψk γi(2k+ q),
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where ΨT = (ψC ψQ) and S[ψ¯, ψ] is the Schwinger-Keldysh action, e.g.,
Eq. (1.8)2. The source field f corresponds to the phase twist, and couples
to the quantum current. The field g couples to the observable particle cur-
rent; the strange form in Keldysh space occurs in order to calculate normal-
ordered expectations from the Schwinger-Keldysh path integral3. Taking
derivatives with respect to these fields we find the current-current correla-
tion function:
χij(q, ω = 0) = − i
2
d2Z[f ,g]
dfi(q)dgj(−q)
∣∣∣∣
f ,g→0
. (1.20)
At this stage the calculation is exact; however, evaluating this requires
the ability to calculate the partition function exactly, taking for the bare
action an expression such as Eq. (1.8). If a linearised approach is valid, one
can proceed by evaluating the path integral via a saddle point approach,
first minimising over ψ¯, ψ, and then including quadratic fluctuations about
this saddle point. For an equilibrium system to respect sum rules, it is nec-
essary that the saddle point should be calculated in the presence of the
fields f ,g. Repeating this in the non-equilibrium case leads to a generating
function of the form Z ∝ exp (iS0[f ,g]− Tr ln (1 +DA[f ,g])), with contri-
butions of the source terms to both the saddle point action and the ac-
tion for fluctuations. Calculating the response function gives a sequence of
terms that can represented by the Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 1.3.
The first of these diagrams corresponds to the contribution from the saddle
point action S0, the others arise from terms such as Tr[D(d
2A/dfidgj)] and
Tr[D(dA/dfi)D(dA/dgj)].
χij(q) = + +
+ + +
Figure 1.3 Feynman diagrams representing contributions to the response
function at one-loop order. Solid circles and squares involve factors of the
quasicondensate density, and wavy lines represent coupling to currents. The
first five terms all contribute to the superfluid component, and the last gives
the normal density. (Figure from Ref. [55].)
While the full expression coming from these diagrams [55] is rather in-
volved, two simple conclusions can be drawn without reference to these
details. The most important conclusion stemming from the above formalism
is that (as long as the linearised theory is valid), a superfluid fraction will
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exist, due to the form of the first five diagrams shown in Fig. 1.3. Crucially,
each of these diagrams involves a term in which a single line carries the
entire incoming and outgoing momentum, and so they give expressions of
the form:
χSFij (q, ω) ∝ −|ψ0|2qiqjDR(q, ω),
where DR(q, ω) is the full retarded Green’s function (including the normal
and anomalous self energies arising due to the interaction terms in Eq. (1.8)).
This structure reflects the fact that each diagram contains current vertices
with one line having zero momentum, while the other carries the full mo-
mentum q. Hence each diagram includes a factor γi(q) ∝ qi. The retarded
Green’s function has poles corresponding to the normal mode frequencies
given in Eq. (1.6). One may in fact show from the Keldysh action that the
Green’s function has the form DR(q, ω) ∝ C/[ω(ω + iγnet)− ξ2q], which has
the crucial feature that DR(q → 0, ω = 0) ∝ 1/q2. This feature (along
with the structure of the diagrams) ensures a superfluid contribution to the
response function.
The second important conclusion comes from the contribution of the last
diagram, giving the normal fraction. This gives an expression:
mχT = − i
4
∫
dω
2pi
∫∫
ddk
(2pi)d
kTr
[
σzD
K
k σz
(
DRk +D
A
k
)]
,
which can be evaluated, and shown not to vanish unless the loss terms
vanish. This has a simple physical interpretation: the noise associated with
pumping and dissipation leads to the excitation of quasiparticles, and thus
the creation of a normal fraction in all cases.
1.5.1 Experimental probes of superfluidity
As emphasised in the preceding sections, the superfluid density calculated
above is a measure of the difference in how a system responds to trans-
verse (rotational) vs longitudinal forces. As such, measurement of this su-
perfluid response requires measuring the response to a rotational perturba-
tion of some kind. For superfluid Helium, the classic experiment is that of
Andronikashvilli, using a torsional oscillator formed of parallel discs, and
studying the changing inertia of the fluid as the temperature varies.
For polaritons, several issues arise: the particles are quasiparticles, which
do not strongly couple to a rotating inertial frame, they live inside a semi-
conductor, and so applying a stirring force is challenging, and their rotation
does not provide any measurable contribution to the mechanical angular
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momentum. What is therefore required is a way to engineer an effective ro-
tating frame as seen by the polaritons, and to measure the response of the
polaritons to this.
Engineering a rotating frame for polaritons can be achieved in the same
spirit as proposed for cold atoms [56, 57], namely manufacturing a real
space Berry curvature arising from spatially varying spin structure of po-
lariton eigenstates. The essence of such a synthetic rotation is to use the two-
component spinor structure of the polariton to construct a spatially varying
ground state |χ(r)〉 such that the Berry connection A(r) = i〈χ|∇χ〉 takes
the form A(r) = mω(r)zˆ × r, corresponding to a synthetic rotating frame.
Such a configuration arises from the ground state of the spin Hamiltonian
H = λ[`20σ
z + r2(e2iθσ− + H.c.)], where r, θ are in-plane polar coordinates,
and σi are Pauli matrices for the spinor basis. The term λ`20σ
z corresponds
to a Zeeman splitting induced by an external field. The other term requires
either an induced strain, a strong radial magnetic field (i.e. diverging in the
plane of the polariton system). This leads to an angular velocity peaking at
ω ' 0.3h¯/m`20 around r ∼ `0.
Measuring the response to such a field is in principle possible in a variety
of ways, since an advantage of the polariton system is the ability to directly
probe polariton correlation functions in both real and momentum space. In
particular, it is in principle possible to measure correlations such as 〈a†k+qak〉
as a function of k,q by taking the interference between two momentum-space
images of the condensate, displaced in real space, with a variable phase delay,
i.e. calculating I(φd) = 〈(a†k + e−iφda†k+q)(ak + eiφdak+q)〉, and mapping
the fringe visibility as one varies φd. Real space displaced fringe visibility
maps are routinely measured, see e.g. [58]; the equivalent momentum space
tomography would allow access to the current induced by a given force, and
thus reconstruction of the response function χij(q).
Existing experiments probing aspects of superfluidity in polaritons are
still far from this limit. Indeed what has been observed thus far is suppres-
sion of drag, rather than the difference between transverse and longitudinal
response. In addition, such experiments to date have included measurements
of the suppression of scattering from defects, as a function of velocity and
intensity of a coherently driven condensate [59, 60].
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1.6 Vortices and metastable flow in a driven dissipative
system
As discussed in Section 1.2, the appearance of quantised vortices demon-
strates the existence of short range coherence in a system, and is closely
related to metastable persistent flow in a non-simply-connected geometry.
We review here how these features are modified in a dissipative condensate.
It is notable that the structure of vortices changes in the presence of drive
and dissipation. Because the dissipation depends on density, the “continu-
ity” equation derived from Eq. (1.4) takes the form:
∂tρ+∇ · j = (γ − κ− Γρ)ρ, j ≡ − i
2m
(ϕ∗∇ϕ− ϕ∇ϕ∗) . (1.21)
This has the consequence that near the core of a vortex, where density is de-
pleted, there is net gain, and so there must be a current with non-vanishing
divergence. Given that current can be rewritten as j = ρm∇[arg(ϕ)], this
diverging current implies that vortices in a driven dissipative system must
have a spiral structure, with radial as well as angular variation of phase. Such
spiral vortices have been discussed in the context of nonlinear optics [61].
The existence of a spiral structure can modify the force between a pair of
vortices, and so may modify the nature of the vortex binding/unbinding at
the KT transition. This provides a further complication — in addition to
that provided by the strong nonlinearity of the KPZ equation — in under-
standing the KT transition in a driven dissipative system.
There can also be cases in which combinations of spatial variation of drive,
dissipation, and potential trapping destabilise the vortex free configuration,
and instead stabilise configurations such as vortex lattices [62, 63]. How-
ever, understanding whether such configurations occur in practice requires
analysis of the normal state, going beyond the scope of the complex GPE [5].
Because of the photon component of a polariton condensate, it is also
possible to directly imprint vortices on the condensate, by using a coherent
Gauss-Laguerre beam. Calculations using stochastic classical field methods
have shown [64] how such pulses can create metastable vortex states in both
simply and non-simply-connected geometries. The additional noise associ-
ated with pumping and decay means that the timescale for a vortex to move
out of such a condensate can be relatively short: rather than quantum tun-
nelling, it can diffuse across a small annulus, driven by noise from the pump
and decay terms.
Vortices have been clearly observed in polariton condensates [58], how-
ever since most images of polariton condensates require long integration
times, vortices can only be seen if they are either stationary (pinned on dis-
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order), or if they move along a repeatable path [65] (so that averages over
many realisations recover the same trajectory). As such, indirect methods of
imaging vortices may be necessary, such as interference measurements with
angular offsets [64], or, for vortex lattices, energy resolved and interference
images [63].
1.7 Future directions, open questions
The most profound open question is how the KPZ roughening interacts with
the fact that phase is a compact variable and can thus support topological
defects. As discussed previously two scenarios seem possible. It may be that
as the KPZ equation flows to strong nonlinearity, the destruction of alge-
braic order also destroys any resistance to vortex proliferation. In this case,
correlations are always exponential, there is no ordered phase, no superflu-
idity, and no phase transition. In this scenario, all experiments on polariton
condensates would be finite size effects, although potentially exceptionally
large system sizes needed before the “true” behaviour becomes visible. The
other possible scenario is that the strong nonlinearity is compatible with vor-
tex binding. In this case, there would be a phase transition between a high
temperature phase showing exponential decay of correlations, and a low tem-
perature phase with stretched exponential decay. If this scenario holds then
despite the absence of algebraic order, there can be a non-zero superfluid
stiffness [53]. If such a phase transition exists, it could potentially require a
new universality class, distinct from the equilibrium KT universality class.
While the above questions concern the fundamental physics of the ther-
modynamic limit, a second set of questions concern the signatures of this
behaviour visible in finite experimental systems. Physical [29, 50] and nu-
merical [51] experiments have observed power law correlations, but with
surprising values of the power law exponent; understanding the physical
origin of this behaviour may help understand the nature of the driven dissi-
pative system. Finally, experiments directly probing the superfluid response
function — i.e. measuring the superfluid fraction — of a driven dissipative
condensate have yet to be realised. Even in the context of cold atom sys-
tems, direct measurements of the superfluid fraction remain challenging [56].
Realising such measurements for driven dissipative systems can provide con-
firmation and guidance to the theoretical question of whether superfluidity
exists in these systems, and whether it is a finite-size or thermodynamic
phenomenon.
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Notes
1 More precisely, the perturbation theory is valid when a suitable dimensionless
measure of the ratio of the non-linear λx,y terms in the KPZ equation to the linear
ones is small; this measure proves to be the parameter g defined below.
2 In Ref. [55] a different model action was taken, involving frequency dependent gain.
This difference does not affect the general points discussed below, but does affect
several details of the calculation.
3 One can alternatively use a simpler form at the expense of introducing causality
factors to ensure normal ordering.
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